Make your waste, recycling and cardboard disposal easier and cleaner with the BinPak® self-contained compaction bin.

- Reduce your overall waste cost
- Eliminate environmental nuisances
- Improve site appearance
- Reduce truck traffic
- Enhance workplace safety
- Prevent unauthorized dumping
- Optimize recycling options

BinPak® compactors are the cost effective waste management solution that combine clean, ‘green’ benefits with the latest innovation in waste and recycling.

www.binpak.com
The 6-yard waste bin with built-in compaction

BinPak® compaction bins provide a clean self-contained system that enhances the appearance of waste sites while greatly reducing environmental impact.

**Reduce your overall waste cost**
The high compaction ratio of BinPak combined with the ergonomic design, greatly reduces your monthly costs.

**Eliminate environmental nuisances**
The design of the BinPak enclosure keeps trash, odours and liquids contained. The BinPak also keeps out pests such as racoons, birds and wasps.

**Improve site appearance**
Attractively designed, BinPak keeps all food waste, liquids and other trash safely contained and out of sight.

**Reduce truck traffic**
By reducing waste volume, BinPak compaction bins mean fewer waste removal visits per month. The BinPak system minimizes congestion and traffic disruptions in parking areas and access lanes, improving safety for staff, suppliers and visitors.

**Enhance workplace safety**
With a low loading height of 24”, BinPak compaction bins make waste handling easier for staff with less lifting and less spillage.

**Prevent unauthorized dumping**
Keep out uninvited “guests” and vandals with secure, fully enclosed BinPak containers.

**Optimize recycling options**
With a solution that improves the handling of your recycling materials.
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**SPECIFICATIONS**

| A: Height – Overall | 2032 mm (80 in) |
| B: Height – Load Height (Standard) | 610 mm (24 in) |
| C: Width – Overall | 2057 mm (81 in) |
| D: Length – Overall | 1667 mm (66 in) |
| Fill Door Opening | 508 x 812 mm (20 x 32 in) |
| Weight (approximate) | 1255 kg (2760 lb) |

**ELECTRICAL**

- Voltage: 200–250 VAC
- Current: 30 A
- Phase: Single

**PERFORMANCE**

- Cycle Time: 60 s
- Compaction Ratio: approx. 6 to 1

**CAPACITIES**

- Volume: 4600 litre / 6 cubic yard
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**Improve operational efficiency with BinPak!**

- Quick emptying cycle times with one electrical connection and auto-re-latching lid
- Simple installation
- Options available include keypad lock
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Modern Waste Products Inc.
23 Craig Street, Unit #6
Brantford, ON N3R 7H8
Tel: 1-855-953-5333
Fax: 519-533-5335
sales@binpak.com
www.binpak.com

Under our policy of continuous improvement, we reserve the right to change specifications and designs without prior notice.

The illustrations do not necessarily show the standard version of product offered by Modern Waste Products Inc.